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Abstract
This paper strives to recognize individual actions and
group activities from videos. While existing solutions for
this challenging problem explicitly model spatial and tem-
poral relationships based on location of individual actors,
we propose an actor-transformer model able to learn and
selectively extract information relevant for group activ-
ity recognition. We feed the transformer with rich actor-
specific static and dynamic representations expressed by
features from a 2D pose network and 3D CNN, respectively.
We empirically study different ways to combine these rep-
resentations and show their complementary benefits. Ex-
periments show what is important to transform and how it
should be transformed. What is more, actor-transformers
achieve state-of-the-art results on two publicly available
benchmarks for group activity recognition, outperforming
the previous best published results by a considerable mar-
gin.
1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to recognize the activity of an
individual and the group that it belongs to [11]. Consider
for example a volleyball game where an individual player
jumps and the group is performing a spike. Besides sports,
such group activity recognition has several applications in-
cluding crowd monitoring, surveillance and human behav-
ior analysis. Common tactics to recognize group activities
exploit representations that model spatial graph relations
between individual actors (e.g. [27, 45, 60]) and follow ac-
tors and their movements over time (e.g. [28, 45, 48]). The
majority of previous works explicitly model these spatial
and temporal relationships based on the location of the ac-
tors. We propose an implicit spatio-temporal model for rec-
ognizing group activities.
We are inspired by progress in natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks, which also require temporal modeling to
capture the relationship between words over time. Typi-
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Figure 1: We explore two complementary static and dy-
namic actor representations for group activity recognition.
The static representation is captured by 2D pose features
from a single frame while the dynamic representation is ob-
tained from multiple RGB or optical flow frames. These
representations are processed by a transformer that infers
group activity.
cally, recurrent neural networks (RNN) and their variants
(long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit
(GRU)) were the first choices for NLP tasks [8, 41, 52].
While designed to model a sequence of words over time,
they experience difficulty modeling long sequences [14].
More recently, the transformer network [55] has emerged
as a superior method for NLP tasks [15, 17, 33, 62] since it
relies on a self-attention mechanism that enables it to better
model dependencies across words over time without a re-
current or recursive component. This mechanism allows the
network to selectively extract the most relevant information
and relationships. We hypothesize a transformer network
can also better model relations between actors and com-
bine actor-level information for group activity recognition
compared to models that require explicit spatial and tem-
poral constraints. A key enabler is the transformer’s self-
attention mechanism, which learns interactions between the
actors and selectively extracts information that is important
for activity recognition. Therefore, we do not rely on any
a priori spatial or temporal structure like graphs [45, 60] or
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models based on RNNs [16, 28]. We propose transformers
for recognizing group activities.
Besides introducing the transformer in group activity
recognition, we also pay attention to the encoding of in-
dividual actors. First, by incorporating simple yet effec-
tive positional encoding [55]. Second, by explicit modeling
of static and dynamic representations of the actor, which
is illustrated in Figure 1. The static representation is cap-
tured by pose features that are obtained by a 2D pose net-
work from a single frame. The dynamic representation is
achieved by a 3D CNN taking as input the stacked RGB or
optical flow frames similar to [2]. This representation en-
ables the model to capture the motion of each actor without
explicit temporal modeling via RNN or graphical models.
Meanwhile, the pose network can easily discriminate be-
tween actions with subtle motion differences. Both types of
features are passed into a transformer network where rela-
tions are learned between the actors enabling better recog-
nition of the activity of the group. We refer to our approach
as actor-transformers. Finally, given that static and dynamic
representations capture unique, but complimentary, infor-
mation, we explore the benefit of aggregating this informa-
tion through different fusion strategies.
We make three contributions in this paper. First, we in-
troduce the transformer network for group activity recog-
nition. It refines and aggregates actor-level features, with-
out the need for any explicit spatial and temporal model-
ing. Second, we feed the transformer with a rich static and
dynamic actor-specific representation, expressed by fea-
tures from a 2D pose network and 3D CNN. We empiri-
cally study different ways to combine these representations
and show their complementary benefits. Third, our actor-
transformers achieve state-of-the-art results on two publicly
available benchmarks for group activity recognition, the
Collective [11] and Volleyball [28] datasets, outperforming
the previous best published results [2, 60] by a considerable
margin.
2. Related Work
2.1. Video action recognition
CNNs for video action recognition. While 2D convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) have experienced enormous
success in image recognition, initially they could not be di-
rectly applied to video action recognition, because they do
not account for time, which is vital information in videos.
Karpathy et al. [31] proposed 2D CNNs to process individ-
ual frames and explored different fusion methods in an ef-
fort to include temporal information. Simonyan and Zisser-
man [49] employed a two-stream CNN architecture that in-
dependently learns representations from input RGB image
and optical flow stacked frames. Wang et al. [57] proposed
to divide the video into several segments and used a multi-
stream approach to model each segment with their combi-
nation in a learnable way. Many leveraged LSTMs to model
long-term dependencies across frames [18, 37, 42, 47]. Ji et
al. [30] were the first to extend 2D CNN to 3D, where time
was the third dimension. Tran et al. [53] demonstrated the
effectiveness of 3D CNNs by training on a large collection
of noisy labeled videos [31]. Carreira and Zisserman [7]
inflated 2D convolutional filters to 3D, exploiting training
on large collections of labeled images and videos. The re-
cent works explored leveraging feature representation of the
video learned by 3D CNNs and suggesting models on top of
that representation [26, 59]. Wang and Gupta [59] explored
spatio-temporal graphs while Hussein et al. [26] suggested
multi-scale temporal convolutions to reason over minute-
long videos. Similarly, we also rely on the representation
learned by a 3D CNN [7] to capture the motion and tempo-
ral features of the actors. Moreover, we propose to fuse this
representation with the static representation of the actor-
pose to better capture exact positions of the actor’s body
joints.
Attention for video action recognition. Originally pro-
posed for NLP tasks [4] attention mechanisms have also
been applied to image caption generation [61]. Several
studies explored attention for video action recognition by
incorporating attention via LSTM models [37, 47], pool-
ing methods [22, 40] or graphs [59]. Attention can also be
guided through different modalities, such as pose [5, 19]
and motion [37]. More recently, transformer networks [55]
have received special recognition due to the self-attention
mechanism that can better capture long-term dependencies,
compared to RNNs. Integrating the transformer network for
visual tasks has also emerged [21, 44]. Parmar et al. [44]
generalized the transformer to an image generation task,
while Girdhar et al. [21] created a video action transformer
network on top of a 3D CNN representation [7] for action
localization and action classification. Similarly, we explore
the transformer network as an approach to refine and ag-
gregate actor-level information to recognize the activity of
the whole group. However, we use representations of all
actors to create query, key and values to refine each individ-
ual actor representation and to infer group activity, while
[21] used only one person box proposal for query and clip
around the person for key and values to predict the person’s
action.
Pose for video action recognition. Most of the human
actions are highly related to the position and motion of body
joints. This has been extensively explored in the literature,
including hand-crafted pose features [29, 43, 56], skeleton
data [20, 25, 39, 46, 50], body joint representation [6, 8]
and attention guided by pose [5, 19]. However, these ap-
proaches were only trained to recognize an action for one
individual actor, which does not generalize well to inferring
group activity. In our work we explore the fusion of the
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pose features with dynamic representations, following the
multi-stream approach [13, 54, 63] for action recognition,
but we leverage it to infer group activity.
2.2. Group activity recognition
Group activity recognition has recently received more at-
tention largely due to the introduction of the public Col-
lective dataset [11] and Volleyball dataset [28]. Initially,
methods relied on hand-crafted features extracted for each
actor, which were then processed by probabilistic graphi-
cal models [1, 9, 10, 12, 23, 34, 35]. With the emergence
of deep learning, the performance of group activity recog-
nition has steadily increased. Some of the more successful
approaches utilized RNN-type networks. Ibrahim et al. [28]
used LSTM to model the action dynamics of individual ac-
tors and aggregate the information to predict group activ-
ity. Deng et al. [16] integrated graphical models with RNN.
Shu et al. [48] used a two-level hierarchy of LSTMs that si-
multaneously minimized the energy of the predictions while
maximizing the confidence. Bagautdinov et al. [3] jointly
detected every actor in a video, predicted their actions and
the group activity by maintaining temporal consistency of
box proposals with the help of RNN. Wang et al. [58] uti-
lizes single person dynamics, intra-group and inter-group
interactions with LSTM-based model. Li and Chuah [36]
took an alternative approach, where captions were gener-
ated for every video frame and then were used to infer group
activity. Ibrahim and Mori [27] created a relational repre-
sentation of each person which is then used for multi-person
activity recognition. Qi et al. [45] proposed an attentive se-
mantic RNN that utilized spatio-temporal attention and se-
mantic graphs to capture inter-group relationships. Lately,
studies have been moving away from RNNs. Azar et al. [2]
used intermediate representations called activity maps, gen-
erated by a CNN, to iteratively refine group activity predic-
tions. Wu et al. [60] built an actor relation graph using a
2D CNN and graph convolutional networks to capture both
the appearance and position relations between actors. Like
Wu et al. [60] we also rely on actor-level representations
but differently, we utilize the self-attention mechanism that
has the ability to selectively highlight actors and group rela-
tions, without explicitly building any graph. Moreover, we
enrich actor features by using static and dynamic represen-
tations. Similarly to [2] we build our dynamic representa-
tion with a 3D CNN.
3. Model
The goal of our method is to recognize group activity in
a multi-actor scene through enhancement and aggregation
of individual actor features. We hypothesize that the self-
attention mechanism provided by transformer networks is a
flexible enough model that can be successfully used out-of-
the-box, without additional tricks or tweaks, for the infer-
ence of the activity of the whole group given the represen-
tation of each actor.
Our approach consists of three main stages presented in
Figure 2: actor feature extractor, group activity aggregation
and fusion. In brief, the input to our model is a sequence of
video frames Ft, t = 1, .., T with N actor bounding boxes
provided for each frame where T is the number of frames.
We obtain the static and the dynamic representation of each
actor by applying a 2D pose network on a single frame and
a 3D CNN on all input frames. The dynamic representa-
tion can be built from RGB or optical flow frames, which
are processed by a 3D CNN followed by a RoIAlign [24]
layer. Next, actor representations are embedded into a sub-
space such that each actor is represented by a 1-dimensional
vector. In the second stage, we apply a transformer network
on top of these representations to obtain the action-level fea-
tures. These features are max pooled to capture the activity-
level features. A linear classifier is used to predict indi-
vidual actions and group activity using the action-level and
group activity-level features, respectively. In the final stage
we introduce fusion strategies before and after the trans-
former network to explore the benefit of fusing information
across different representations. We describe each stage in
more details in the following subsections.
3.1. Actor feature extractor
All human actions involve the motion of body joints,
such as hands and legs. This applies not only to fine-grained
actions that are performed in sports activities (e.g. spike and
set in volleyball) but also to every day actions such as walk-
ing and talking. This means that it is important to capture
not only the position of joints but their temporal dynamics
as well. For this purpose, we utilize two distinct backbone
models to capture both position and motion of joints and
actors themselves.
To obtain joints positions a pose estimation model is ap-
plied. It receives as input a bounding box around the ac-
tor and predicts the location of key joints. Our approach
is independent of the particular choice of the pose estima-
tion model. We select the recently published HRNet [51]
as our pose network as it has a relatively simple design,
while achieving state-of-the-art results on pose estimation
benchmarks. We use the features from the last layer of
the network, right before the final classification layer, in all
our experiments. Specifically, we use the smallest network
pose hrnet w32 trained on COCO key points [38], which
shows good enough performance for our task as well.
The second backbone network is responsible for mod-
eling the temporal dynamics. Several studies have demon-
strated that 3D CNNs, with enough available data for train-
ing [53, 7], can build strong spatio-temporal representations
for action recognition. Accordingly, we utilize the I3D [7]
network in our framework since the pose network alone can
3
Figure 2: Overview of the proposed model. An input video with T frames and N actor bounding boxes is processed by
two branches: static and dynamic. The static branch outputs an HRNet [51] pose representation for each actor bounding
box. The dynamic branch relies on I3D [7], which receives as input either stacked RGB or optical flow frames. To extract
actor-level features after I3D we apply a RoIAlign [24] layer. A transformer encoder (E) refines and aggregates actor-level
features followed by individual action and group activity classifiers. Two fusion strategies are supported. For early fusion we
combine actor-level features of the two branches before E, in the late fusion we combine the classifier prediction scores.
not capture the motion of the joints from a single frame.
The I3D network processes stacked Ft, t = 1, .., T frames
with inflated 3d convolutions. We consider RGB and optical
flow representations as they can capture different motion as-
pects. As 3D CNNs are computationally expensive we em-
ploy a RoIAlign [24] layer to extract features for each actor
givenN bounding boxes around actors while processing the
whole input frames by the network only once.
3.2. Transformer
Transformer networks were originally introduced for
machine translation in [55]. The transformer network con-
sists of two parts: encoder and decoder. The encoder re-
ceives an input sequence of words (source) that is processed
by a stack of identical layers consisting of a multi-head
self-attention layer and a fully-connected feed-forward net-
work. Then, a decoder generates an output sequence (tar-
get) through the representation generated by the encoder.
The decoder is built in a similar way as the encoder having
access to the encoded sequence. The self-attention mech-
anism is the vital component of the transformer network,
which can also be successfully used to reason about actors’
relations and interactions. In the following section, we de-
scribe the self-attention mechanism itself and how the trans-
former architecture can be applied to the challenging task of
group activity recognition in video.
Attention A is a function that represents a weighted sum
of the values V . The weights are computed by matching
a query Q with the set of keys K. The matching func-
tion can have different forms, most popular is the scaled
dot-product [55]. Formally, attention with the scaled dot-
product matching function can be written as:
A(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT√
d
)V (1)
where d is the dimension of both queries and keys. In the
self-attention module all three representations (Q, K, V )
are computed from the input sequence S via linear projec-
tions so A(S) = A(Q(S),K(S), V (S)).
Since attention is a weighted sum of all values it over-
comes the problem of forgetfulness over time, which is
well-studied for RNNs and LSTMs [14]. In sequence-to-
sequence modeling this mechanism gives more importance
to the most relevant words in the source sequence. This
is a desirable property for group activity recognition as well
because we can enhance the information of each actor’s fea-
tures based on the other actors in the scene without any spa-
tial constraints. Multi-head attention Ah is an extension of
attention with several parallel attention functions using sep-
arate linear projections hi of (Q, K, V ):
Ah(Q,K, V ) = concat(h1, ..., hm)W, (2)
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hi = A(QW
Q
i ,KW
K
i , V W
V
i ) (3)
Transformer encoder layer E consists of multi-head atten-
tion combined with a feed-forward neural network L:
L(X) = Linear(Dropout(ReLU(Linear(X))) (4)
Eˆ(S) = LayerNorm(S +Dropout(Ah(S))) (5)
E(S) = LayerNorm(Eˆ(S) +Dropout(L(Eˆ(S)))) (6)
The transformer encoder can contain several of such layers
which sequentially process an input S.
In our case S is a set of actors’ features S = {si|i =
1, .., N} obtained by actor feature extractors. As features si
do not follow any particular order, the self-attention mech-
anism is a more suitable model than RNN and CNN for
refinement and aggregation of these features. An alterna-
tive approach can be incorporating a graph representation
as in [60] which also does not rely on the order of the si.
However, the graph representation requires explicit model-
ing of connections between nodes through appearance and
position relations. The transformer encoder mitigates this
requirement relying solely on the self-attention mechanism.
However, we show that the transformer encoder can benefit
from implicitly employing spatial relations between actors
via positional encoding of si. We do so by representing each
bounding box bi of the respective actor’s features si with its
center point (xi, yi) and encoding the center point with the
same function PE as in [55]. To handle 2D space we en-
code xi with the first half of dimensions of si and yi with
the second half. In this work we consider only the encoder
part of the transformer architecture leaving the decoder part
for future work.
3.3. Fusion
The work by Simonyan and Zisserman [49] demon-
strated the improvements in performance that can be ob-
tained by fusing different modalities that contain compli-
mentary information. Following their example, we also in-
corporate several modalities into one framework. We ex-
plore two branches, static and dynamic. The static branch
is represented by the pose network which captures the static
position of body joints, while the dynamic branch is repre-
sented by I3D and is responsible for the temporal features of
each actor in the scene. As RGB and optical flow can cap-
ture different aspects of motion we study dynamic branches
with both representations of the input video. To fuse static
and dynamic branches we explore two fusion strategies:
early fusion of actors’ features before the transformer net-
work and late fusion which aggregates predictions of clas-
sifiers, similar to [49]. Early fusion enables access to both
static and dynamic features before inference of group ac-
tivity. Late fusion separately processes static and dynamic
features for group activity recognition and can concentrate
on static or dynamic features, separately.
3.4. Training objective
Our model is trained in an end-to-end fashion to simul-
taneously predict individual actions of each actor and group
activity. For both tasks we use a standard cross-entropy loss
for classification and combine two losses in a weighted sum:
L = λgLg(yg, y˜g) + λaLa(ya, y˜a) (7)
whereLg,La are cross-entropy losses, yg and ya are ground
truth labels, y˜g and y˜a are model predictions for group ac-
tivity and individual actions, respectively. λg and λa are
scalar weights of the two losses. We find that equal weights
for individual actions and group activity perform best so we
set λg = λa = 1 in all our experiments, which we detail
next.
4. Experiments
In this section, we present experiments with our pro-
posed model. First, we introduce two publicly available
group activity datasets, the Volleyball dataset [28] and the
Collective dataset [11], on which we evaluate our approach.
Then we describe implementation details followed by abla-
tion study of the model. Lastly, we compare our approach
with the state-of-the-art and provide a deeper analysis of the
results. For simplicity, we call our static branch as “Pose”,
the dynamic branch with RGB frames as “RGB” and the
dynamic branch with optical flow frames as “Flow” in the
following sections.
4.1. Datasets
The Volleyball dataset [28] consists of clips from 55
videos of volleyball games, which are split into two sets:
39 training videos and 16 testing videos. There are 4830
clips in total, 3493 training clips and 1337 clips for test-
ing. Each clip is 41 frames in length. Available annotations
includes group activity label, individual players’ bounding
boxes and their respective actions, which are provided only
for the middle frame of the clip. Bagautdinov et al. [3] ex-
tended the dataset with ground truth bounding boxes for the
rest of the frames in clips which we are also using in our
experiments. The list of group activity labels contains four
main activities (set, spike, pass, winpoint) which are divided
into two subgroups, left and right, having eight group activ-
ity labels in total. Each player can perform one of nine indi-
vidual actions: blocking, digging, falling, jumping, moving,
setting, spiking, standing and waiting.
The Collective dataset [11] consists of 44 clips with
varying lengths starting from 193 frames to around 1800
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frames in each clip. Every 10th frame has the annotation
of persons’ bounding boxes with one of five individual ac-
tions: (crossing, waiting, queueing, walking and talking.
The group activity is determined by the action that most
people perform in the clip. Following [45] we use 32 videos
for training and 12 videos for testing.
4.2. Implementation details
To make a fair comparison with related works we use
T = 10 frames as the input to our model on both datasets:
middle frame, 5 frames before and 4 frames after. For the
Volleyball dataset we resize each frame to 720 × 1280 res-
olution, for the Collective to 480× 720. During training we
randomly sample one frame Ftp from T input frames for
the pose network. During testing we use the middle frame
of the input sequence. Following the conventional approach
we are also using ground truth person bounding boxes for
fair comparison with related work. We crop person bound-
ing boxes from the frame Ftp and resize them to 256× 192,
which we process with the pose network obtaining actor-
level features maps. For the I3D network, we use features
maps obtained from Mixed 4f layer after additional average
pooling over the temporal dimension. Then we resize the
feature maps to 90×160 and use the RoIAlign [24] layer to
extract features of size 5× 5 for each person bounding box
in the middle frame of the input video. We then embed both
pose and I3D features to the vector space with the same di-
mension d = 128. The transformer encoder uses dropout
0.1 and the size of the linear layer in the feed-forward net-
work L is set to 256.
For the training of the static branch we use a batch size of
16 samples and for the dynamic branch we use a batch size
of 8 samples. We train the model for 20,000 iterations on
both datasets. On the Volleyball dataset we use an SGD op-
timizer with momentum 0.9. For the first 10,000 iterations
we train with the learning rate 0.01 and for the last 10,000
iterations with the learning rate 0.001. On the Collective
dataset, the ADAM [32] optimizer with hyper-parameters
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and  = e−10 is used. Initially, we
set the learning rate to 0.0001 and decrease it by a factor of
ten after 5,000 and 10,000 iterations. The code of our model
will be available upon publication.
4.3. Ablation study
We first perform an ablation study of our approach on
the Volleyball dataset [28] to show the influence of all three
stages of the model. We use group activity accuracy as an
evaluation metric in all ablations.
Actor-Transformer. We start with the exploration of pa-
rameters of the actor-transformer. We experiment with the
number of layers, number of heads and positional encod-
ing. Only the static branch represented by the pose net-
work is considered in this experiment. The results are re-
# Layers # Heads PositionalEncoding
Group
Activity
1 1 7 91.0
1 1 3 92.3
1 2 3 91.4
2 1 3 92.1
Table 1: Actor-Transformer ablation on the Volleyball
dataset using static actor representation. Positional encod-
ing improves the strength of the representation. Adding ad-
ditional heads and layers did not materialize due to limited
number of available training samples.
Method Static Dynamic
Pose RGB Flow
Base Model 89.9 89.0 87.8
Graph [60] 92.0 91.1 89.5
Activity Maps [2] - 92.0 91.5
Actor-Transformer (ours) 92.3 91.4 91.5
Table 2: Actor Aggregation ablation of person-level
features for group activity recognition on the Volleyball
dataset. Our actor-transformer outperforms a graph while
matching the results of activity maps.
ported in Table 1. Positional encoding is a viable part giv-
ing around 1.3% improvement. This is expected as group
activity classes of the Volleyball dataset are divided into
two subcategories according to the location of which the
activity is performed: left or right. Therefore, explicitly
adding information about actors’ positions helps the trans-
former better reason about this part of the group activity.
Typically, transformer-based language models benefit from
using more layers and/or heads due to the availability of
large datasets. However, the Volleyball dataset has a rela-
tively small size and the transformer can not fully reach its
potential with a larger model. Therefore we use one layer
with one head in the rest of the experiments.
Actor Aggregation. Next, we compare the actor-
transformer with two recent approaches that combine in-
formation across actors to infer group activity. We use
a static single frame (pose) and dynamic multiple frames
(I3D) models as a baseline. It follows our single branch
model without using the actor-transformer part, by directly
applying action and activity classifiers on actor-level fea-
tures from the pose and the I3D networks. The first related
method uses relational graph representation to aggregate in-
formation across actors [60]. We use the authors’ publicly
available code for the implementation of the graph model.
We also use an embedded dot-product function for the ap-
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Method Pose + RGB Pose + Flow
Early - summation 91.2 88.5
Early - concatenation 91.8 89.7
Late 93.5 94.4
Table 3: Fusion ablation of static and dynamic representa-
tions on the Volleyball dataset. The late fusion outperforms
the early fusion approaches.
pearance relation and distance masking for the position re-
lation, which performed best in [60]. For fair comparison,
we replace the actor-transformer with a graph and keep the
other parts of our single branch models untouched. The sec-
ond related method is based on multiple refinement stages
using spatial activity maps [2]. As we are using the same
backbone I3D network, we directly compare with the results
obtained in [2]. The comparisons are reported in Table 2.
Our actor-transformer outperforms the graph for all back-
bone networks with good improvement for optical flow fea-
tures without explicitly building any relationship represen-
tation. We match the results of activity maps [2] on optical
flow and having slightly worse results on RGB. However,
we achieve these results without the need to convert bound-
ing box annotations into segmentation masks and without
multiple stages of refinement.
Fusion. In the last ablation, we compare different fusion
strategies to combine the static and dynamic representations
of our model. For the late fusion, we set the weight for the
static representation to be twice as large as the weight for
the dynamic representation. The results are presented in
Table 3. The early fusion is not beneficial for our model,
performing similar or even worse than single branch mod-
els. Early fusion strategies require the actor-transformer
to reason about both static and dynamic features. Due to
the small size of the Volleyball dataset, our model can not
fully exploit this type of fusion. Concentrating on each of
two representations separately helps the model to better use
the potential of static and dynamic features. Despite Flow
only slightly outperforming RGB (91.5% vs. 91.4%), fu-
sion with static representation has a bigger impact (93.9%
vs. 93.1%) showing that Flow captures more complemen-
tary information to Pose than RGB.
4.4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art
Volleyball dataset. Next, we compare our approach
with the state-of-the-art models on the Volleyball dataset in
Table 4 using the accuracy metrics for group activity and
individual action predictions. We present two variations of
our model, late fusion of Pose with RGB (Pose + RGB)
and Pose with optical flow (Pose + Flow). Both variations
surpass all the existing methods with a considerable mar-
gin: 0.5% and 1.4% for group activity, 2.7% and 2.9% for
Method Backbone GroupActivity
Individual
Action
Ibrahim et al. [28] AlexNet 81.9 -
Shu et al. [48] VGG16 83.3 -
Qi et al. [45] VGG16 89.3 -
Ibrahim and Mori [27] VGG19 89.5 -
Bagautdinov et al. [3] Inception-v3 90.6 81.8
Wu et al. [60] Inception-v3 92.5 83.0
Azar et al. [2] I3D 93.0 -
Ours (RGB + Flow) I3D 93.0 83.7
Ours (Pose + RGB) HRNet + I3D 93.5 85.7
Ours (Pose + Flow) HRNet + I3D 94.4 85.9
Table 4: Volleyball dataset comparison for individual ac-
tion prediction and group activity recognition. Our Pose +
Flow model outperforms the state-of-the-art.
Method Backbone GroupActivity
Lan et al. [35] None 79.7
Choi and Salvarese [9] None 80.4
Deng et al. [16] AlexNet 81.2
Ibrahim et al. [28] AlexNet 81.5
Hajimirsadeghi et al. [23] None 83.4
Azar et al. [2] I3D 85.8
Li and Chuah [36] Inception-v3 86.1
Shu et al. [48] VGG16 87.2
Qi et al. [45] VGG16 89.1
Wu et al. [60] Inception-v3 91.0
Ours (RGB + Flow) I3D 92.8
Ours (Pose + RGB) HRNet + I3D 91.0
Ours (Pose + Flow) HRNet + I3D 91.2
Table 5: Collective dataset comparison for group activ-
ity recognition. Our Pose + RGB and Pose + Flow models
achieve the state-of-the-art results.
individual action recognition. It supports our hypothesis
that the transformer-based model with the static and dy-
namic actor representations is beneficial for the group ac-
tivity task. Moreover, we also compare the late fusion of
RGB with optical flow representation (RGB + Flow) and
achieve the same group activity accuracy as in [2] which
also uses a backbone I3D network. However, we achieve
these results with a much simpler approach and without re-
quiring any segmentation annotation. Combination of all
three representations gives the same performance as Pose +
Flow showing that only using one dynamic representation
is essential.
Collective dataset. We further evaluate our model on
the Collective dataset and provide comparisons with pre-
vious methods in Table 5. We use only group activity ac-
curacy as a metric following the same approach as the re-
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Figure 3: Example of each actor attention obtained by
actor-transformers. Most attention is concentrated on the
key actor (5) who performs setting action which helps to
correctly predict left set group activity. Best viewed in the
digital version.
right set
right spike
right pass
right winpoint
left set
left spike
left pass
left winpoint
90.6 2.1 5.7 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
2.3 94.8 1.2 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.0
1.4 0.5 97.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0
0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 94.0 1.2 3.0 0.6
0.6 1.1 0.0 0.0 2.8 94.4 1.1 0.0
0.0 1.3 2.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 95.6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 95.1
Figure 4: Volleyball dataset confusion matrix for group
activity recognition. Our model achieves over 90% accu-
racy for each group activity.
lated work. Interestingly, our individual branches on the
Collective dataset have much more variation in their perfor-
mance than on the Volleyball dataset: Flow - 83.8%, Pose
- 87.9%, RGB - 90.8%. However, with both fused models,
Pose + RGB and Pose + Flow, we achieve the state-of-the-
art results, slightly outperforming the best published results
of [60]. We also explore the fusion of RGB and Flow rep-
resentations and find that this combination performs best
on the Collective dataset reaching 92.8% accuracy. We hy-
pothesize that Pose and RGB representations capture sim-
ilar information that is complementary to the optical flow
representation as supported by the results of Pose + RGB
model which is just slightly better than RGB representa-
tion alone. We also try to combine all three representations
without receiving any additional improvement over RGB
+ Flow. It is worth noting that with the same backbone
I3D network Azar et al. [2] achieve 85.8% accuracy which
is 7.0% lower that our results showing the benefits of the
transformer-based model over their activity maps approach.
4.5. Analysis
To analyze the benefits of our actor-transformer we il-
lustrate the attention of the transformer in Figure 3. Each
Crossing
Waiting
Queueing
Walking
Talking
83.3 2.2 0.0 14.5 0.0
0.0 96.1 0.0 3.9 0.0
0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
9.6 1.4 0.9 88.1 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
Figure 5: Collective dataset confusion matrix for group
activity recognition. Most confusion comes form distin-
guishing crossing and walking.
row of the matrix on the right represents the distribution of
attention Ah in equation 2 using the representation of the
actor with the number of the row as a query. For most ac-
tors the transformer concentrates mostly on the key actor
with number 5 of the left set group activity who performs
a setting action. To further understand the performance of
our model we also present confusion matrices for group ac-
tivity recognition on the Volleyball dataset in Figure 4 and
the Collective dataset in Figure 5. For every group activity
on the Volleyball dataset our model achieves accuracy over
90% with the least accuracy for right set class (90.6%). The
most confusion emerges from discriminating set, spike and
pass between each other despite their spatial location, left
or right. Also, the model struggles to distinguish between
right winpoint and left winpoint. On the Collective dataset,
our approach reaches perfect recognition for queueing and
talking classes. However, two activities, crossing and walk-
ing, lead to the most confusion for our model. Several
works [58, 2] argue that crossing and walking are naturally
the same activity as they only differ by the relation between
person and street. Integrating global scene-level informa-
tion potentially can help to distinguish these two activities,
which we leave for future work.
5. Conclusion
We proposed a transformer-based network as a refine-
ment and aggregation module of actor-level features for the
task of group activity recognition. We show that without
any task-specific modifications the transformer matches or
outperforms related approaches optimized for group activ-
ity recognition. Furthermore, we studied static and dy-
namic representations of the actor, including several ways to
combine these representations in an actor-transformer. We
achieve the state-of-the-art on two publicly available bench-
marks surpassing previously published results by a consid-
erable margin.
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